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From the Wolf’s
Mouth
-“If winter comes, can spring be
far behind?”
With the English poet
Shelley’s famous words
as my prompt, while we
experience the throes of a
Johannesburg winter and
the Covid-19 lockdown
for the past four months, I
hope that we all can look
forward to happier and
easier times in the not too
distant future.

I must admit that in the last few weeks I have really felt like a
wolf in hibernation! No doubt, we have all learnt much from the
experience of working at home and have been blessed to have had
the benefits and advantages of the technology that were at our
disposal. Our schools, too, closed for many weeks, miraculously
survived with the on-line teaching and virtual learning experience
that our versatile and inventive teachers presented. As a result of
all this there has been much prediction of late that all aspects of
employment, both in the commercial and educational spheres,
will have been transformed completely for the future.
I certainly hope not! Let me confine my views to school education,
as that is the area where I have spent a large part of my life. For
me nothing can match the classroom situation in which a good
teacher has the opportunity of sharing a learning experience
with his/her students. Obviously, imparting understanding of the
subject matter is an important aspect of teaching, but it is not
the only criterion. Equally important is the imbuing the minds
of learners with decent values - respect for others, compassion,
the joys of camaraderie, the sharing of ideas and collective
responsibility. In other words, the conveying of all that we expect
of a mensch – the qualities of being human! Later in one’s life if
one thinks about one’s experience at school, though we may have
long forgotten much of the content of lessons, we remember
with gratitude those teachers who by example and attitude made
a difference in our learning experience and left us with a lasting
impression for the rest of our lives.
And so, I look forward to the “spring”, when we shall all return
to a life that allows for close human contact in the workplace
and in our schools, when we shall all the more cherish what we
have missed during the lockdown, and take full advantage of the
experience we have acquired to use technology as a tool and
accessory in carrying out our responsibilities.
In this August newsletter, which coincides with Women’s month
in South Africa, we feature some of our alumnae who have been
beacons of light and inspiration in these dark pandemic days. We
salute their initiatives to assist the many in the community who
have felt the effects of the pandemic so severely, and thank them
for their selfless example of commitment to those in need, a fine
example to us all.
Keep well and safe.
Best wishes
Elliot Wolf
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The King David
Schools’ Foundation
Response to Covid
- Raelene Tradonsky
So much has been written about Covid-19 and its effect
on economies and industries the world over, and South
Africa is no different with the ongoing restrictions.
It is well known that Jewish education is central to a
thriving Jewish community, and through our Dor le
Dor (Generation to Generation) campaign we have
sought to ensure sustainability of King David Schools
by raising funds to keep our schools excellent, while
ensuring access to as many children in the community
as possible. Over the past 10 years we have invested
millions of Rands in excellence (from teacher training
to renewed curriculum and infrastructure), in addition
to growing an Endowment Fund, aimed at long-term
sustainability, pivotal to the longevity of our community.
The King David Schools, with their 70-year old history
and world-renowned excellence, pride themselves on
serving the broadest base of our community’s families.
Together we assist over 500 children annually. However,
this pandemic has brought its own unique challenges.
Since the start of lockdown in South Africa, many
additional families, representing hundreds of students,
have made application to the South African Board of
Jewish Education (SABJE), which governs the King
David Schools, for interim financial assistance with
school fees. This is over and above the existing subsidies
of R35 million for the year.
In line with most organisations, SABJE is currently
doing everything possible to save costs and has halted
all capital projects and has been careful to direct
expenditure to where it is most needed.

As a result of the scenario that the parent body now
face, the trustees of the King David Schools’ Foundation,
under the Chairmanship of Adrian Gore, unanimously
agreed to allocate R20 million, in the form of a grant
from the KDSF Endowment Fund to SABJE, to help
families who are experiencing financial difficulty as a
direct result of the COVID lockdown and are unable to
pay school fees at this time. The process for application
of a secured interest-free loan is being done via the
SABJE finance department with its expertise and
structures already in place for the subsidy programme.
It is at times like these that one visibly sees the benefit
of having set up the King David Schools’ Foundation,
which can step-up and come to the aid of KD families
in this time of crisis while still ensuring the long-term
financial sustainability of the schools.
While immediately coming to the aid and assistance of
the parents in the most dignified manner, the Foundation
must continue to be driven by our core reason for
existence - to maintain the King David Schools as the
backbone of our community.
At this critical time, we turn once again to you, our
generous donors and alumni, and appeal to you to make
Jewish education a priority and consider supporting
our cause. To donate to the KDSF, please visit
https://kdsf.org/donate/
May we all be blessed with safety and good health in
the firm belief of the ancient prayer attributed to King
Solomon that ‘Gam ze Ya-avor’, and this too shall pass.
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AlumNews
Alumni making headlines

The King David Schools’ Foundation salutes Davidians making a difference on the
Covid-19 frontlines. This month, our AlumNews features Davidians taking initiative
during these challenging times. We celebrate them and are inspired by their example.
We apologise, if we have unintentionally left anyone out. If you would like us to include
your story in the next newsletter, email Shana Sassen on sassens@kdsf.org

DARREN BERGMAN
(KDHSL 1995)

started Home Away From
Home, a platform for
South Africans stranded
outside of South Africa
who needed to return to
South Africa urgently, after
the announcement of the
lockdown. Within a short
span of time the database
had increased to over 10000
people with WhatsApp
groups in eight regions, and
a support platform to assist
with trauma counsellors and
psychologists. To date, they
have repatriated over 15000
South Africans.

DAN STILLERMAN
(KDHSL 2004)

Using his knowledge of
Zoom Webinars from work
experience, Dan, Founder
of the Excel Academy,
together with Howard
Sackstein (KDHSL 1982),
Chairperson of the Jewish
Report, ran weekly webinars
to keep the community
informed and entertained
from the start of lockdown.
Their webinars, watched by
tens of thousands around
the world, have featured
topics ranging from
medical advice to cooking,
entertainment, education
and the economy. In the
process they were able to
raise awareness and assist
in raising money for many
organisations in need.

ROMI LEVENSTEIN
(KDHSL 2006),
GENEVIEVE SOLOMONS
(KDHSL 2006) AND
ROXY PRIEBATSCH
(KDHSL 2006)

Founders of Feed SA,
Romi, Genevieve and
Roxy launched a special
project, with the intention
of providing aid to the
people whose livelihoods
would be worst affected by
Covid. The campaign, called
KUNYE, is a social media
campaign, with the goal
of raising funds to provide
bulk essentials to vulnerable
households during this
period of reduced, or no
income. As of the end of
July, they had reached
their target of packing and
delivering 20 000 hampers.
Each hamper is valued
at R480, and contains a
variety of cleaning materials,
personal hygiene products
and non-perishable foods,
suitable to assist a family of
four for up to two weeks. In
addition, they have provided
employment for a labour/
packing/delivery team of ±
50 people, who would have
been earning a reduced
or no income over this
lockdown period.
http://www.feedsa.co.za/
covid19-action-plan/

DR ETTI BARSKY
SHMUKLER
(KDHSL 1993) AND
DR DANIEL ISRAEL
(KDHSVP 1998)

are on the editorial
committee of the Gauteng
GP Collaborative Group
on Facebook. The group
began as a WhatsApp
group for doctors but has
now evolved into a platform
for doctors to support
our community and help
people navigate through
the ever-changing storm of
the Covid Pandemic. In a
time filled with information
overload, fake news and
fearmongering, their aim
is to provide the best,
clear, evidence-based
information available. Look
for #voicesthatcare or follow
www.facebook.com/
GautengGeneral
PractitionersCollaboration
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Within a week of Prime Minister Cyril Ramaphosa’s first speech to the nation about the Covid crisis in South Africa, a
team of 8 Davidians, OLIVIA KROK (KDHSL 2010), KAELI EPSTEIN (KDHSL 2009), DANIEL HARRISBERG

(KDHSVP 2006), KIM HARRISBERG (KDHSVP 2008), KAYLEE KANTOR (KDHSL 2009), ROBYN GARRUN
(KDHSVP 1980), KIM GARRUN (KDHSVP 2011), AND MATHEW GARRUN (KDHSVP 2009) established a

nationwide initiative, CoronaCareSA, with more than ten strategic partners to help needy communities across the country.
CoronaCareSA is a matchmaking platform that connects concerned South Africans with organisations working on the
ground to support those in need during the Covid-19 pandemic. The team work with people from various sectors such
as small businesses, artists, individuals, NPOs and service providers throughout South Africa and have collaborated with
over 30 partners and supported over 120 organisations across all 9 provinces by providing food relief parcels, shopping
vouchers or monetary relief. https://www.facebook.com/CoronaCareSA/

LAUREN WOOLF (KDHSL
1988)

DANI SILBERMAN
(KDHSVP 2004) AND
JULIA BERKOWITZ
MARCUS
(KDHSVP 2004)

MAYA ZAKEN (KDHSL 2015)

has partnered with Tlholego Ecovillage and Learning
Centre in their initiative called TLHOLEGO ORGANIC
VEGE SEEDLINGS. The campaign aims to shift the rising
tide of hunger and to inspire our starving-compatriots
to take charge of their futures by providing them with
skills that will carry them forward after the crisis and
to teach people that they can plant and grow their
own food wherever they are. The idea is to provide
households, free of charge, with starter packs that
encourage the value of home-grown basic food.
For more information visit
www.backabuddy.co.za/champion/project/tlhohlegoorganic-vege-seedlings

Partners Dani and Julia
began #aloannotalone – a
crowdfunding platform
to raise interest free
loans for South Africans
affected by lockdown.
The aim of the platform
is to create a partnership
of mutual dignity. Donors
can make a measurable
impact on someone’s life
by cash giving cash loans
to recipients who cannot
maintain their ability to earn
until things return to normal.
www.aloannotalone.co.za

At the start of lockdown
in South Africa, Lauren,
the founder of Mrs Woolf,
a strategic marketing
consultancy, became
concerned about the
prospect of artists losing
their livelihoods. Together
with two partners she came
up with a creative concept
called The Lockdown
Collection, a project to curate
and auction a collection of
Covid-19-related artworks
by renowned South African
artists, with the proceeds
going into a fund that
would in turn support artists
during the pandemic. The
initial campaign revealed ‘an
artwork a day’ for a 21-day
lockdown period. The result
is a collection of 21 works of
drawings, prints, sculptures
and photographs created by
some of the country’s most
respected artists. The sum
collected by The Lockdown
Collection campaign was a
staggering R2 million
www.lockdowncollection.com
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ALAN BROWDE (KDHSL 1968) AND
GIDON NOVICK (KDHSL 1987)

SA Harvest, a food-rescue organisation, run by Alan
and Gidon, planned to deliver approximately 100 000
meals a week to the vulnerable during lockdown in
South Africa. The organisation’s philosophy is to rescue
expired, quality food that would have gone to a landfill,
and deliver it to people in need. Before lockdown
they were able to rescue five tons of food from airline
catering companies, restaurants, bakeries, and delis who
were about to close their doors. Meals are distributed to
key beneficiaries including the Service Dining Room in
Cape Town and the Afrika Tikkun Phuthaditjhaba Centre
in Alexandra, Johannesburg. SA Harvest was launched
in Cape Town in 2019 and in Johannesburg in early 2020.
https://saharvest.org

DEVON SOLOMON (KDHSL 2011)

Developed a web-enabled app – CoronaFighter - which
allows individuals to track their symptoms through
a simplified automated self-monitoring process. The
CoronaFighter platform is at the forefront of a medical
revolution. It provides users with reliable statistics,
resources and validated research that is crucial in
diagnosing cases early, and helps to communicate
efficiently with medical staff. By providing the info
needed for self-monitoring, CoronaFighter reduces
pressure on testing points and protects its users from
the risk of infection presented by the testing centres
themselves. The app was designed to collect data to
provide medical authorities with reactive feedback on
where COVID-19 hotspots are, and aids in providing
crucial data so that medical resources can be used in
the most efficient way possible.
https://www.coronafighter.co.za/

AMY PLEANER (KDHSL 2004) together with 2
friends started BACK A PUPIL, a NPO that gathers
basic school items: text books, paper, pens, pencils,
and compile these items into Grade specific packs
for distribution via other NPO’s, such as: Feed SA,
Jewish Women’s Benevolent Society and anybody
or organisation willing to assist in handing out these
packs. In a joint project with the KDSF, and King David
Linksfield Junior Primary, BACK A PUPIL was able to
distribute more than 300 educational packs to children
residing in Kliptown, Soweto, during June. This was
enabled by generous donors to the KDSF Outreach
Programme
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Bold, Brave, Beautiful
Women
– Inspiring Stories from King David Women

Our special Women’s Day Feature showcases regular women, who despite life’s challenges are
contributing to their communities in important ways.
Covid has brought out the best in us – it has taught us that as women, we are the essential workers
– daughters, mothers, wives, teachers, breadwinners. It’s all in a day’s work, sometimes without even
leaving our homes.
The women featured here represent King David alumnae who, wherever they find themselves, are
resilient, optimistic and innovative, ever guided by the Jewish values they learned during their school
days at King David.

MOTHERHOOD
- Raisng Daughters

MOTHERHOOD
- Work-Life Balance

Yehudit Novick

Amanda Porter

King David High School Linksfield 1992

King David High School Linksfield 1993

Read more...

Read more...

WOMEN IN COMMUNITY
BUILDING

WOMEN IN JUDIASM

Debbie Seeff

Cindy Kree

King David High School Linksfield 1989

King David High School Linksfield 2001

King David High School Victory Park 2004

Read more...

Read more...

Read more...

Sue Schreier Fox
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WOMEN DOING CHESED
PROJECTS

LEADERS IN THEIR FIELD
- Education

LEADERS IN THEIR FIELD
- Journalism

Amy Pleaner

Michelle Lissoos

Kathy Kaler

King David High School Linksfield 2004

King David High School Victory Park 1985

King David High School Victory Park 1988

Read more...

Read more...

Read more...

LEADERS IN THEIR FIELD
- Psychology

LEADERS IN THEIR FIELD
- Business

LEADERS IN THEIR FIELD
- Business

Lorian Phillips

Lesley Anne Gatter

Janet Hoffman

King David High School Linksfield 1985

King David High School Victory Park 1992

King David High School Victory Park 1997

Read more...

Read more...

Read more...

LEADERS IN THEIR FIELD
- The Arts

LEADERS IN THEIR FIELD
- The Arts

LEADERS IN THEIR FIELD
- Artist

Bronwen Kerry Hirshowitz

Sharon Spiegel Wagner

Lisa Firer

King David High School Linksfield 1999

King David High School Linksfield 2001

King David High School Linksfield 1987

Read more...

Read more...

Read more...

LEADERS IN THEIR
FIELD - Medicine

LEADERS IN THEIR
FIELD - Medicine

Dina Simmons-Gulan

Andy Lewus

King David High School
Linksfield 1996

King David High School
Linksfield 2000

Read more...

Read more...
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Launch of the
REZOOMION
Due to the Covid lockdown and the inability to get
together in person, the King David Schools’ Foundation
launched the REZOOMION - definition: when a group
of people uses the Zoom video conferencing software
for a virtual reunion with people they haven’t seen in
a while.

Celebrating 40 Years

To date, we have successfully held virtual reunions
during lockdown for both King David High School
Linksfield and Victory Park reunions.

Times zones, Covid and the winter cold did not stop this
group of alumni getting together. They laughed, cried
and celebrated their shared history, warm memories
and their unbreakable bond, which all began on the
school grounds at King David Linksfield.

Celebrating 60 Years

On Sunday 28th June, 70 classmates from the KDL
Class of 1980, who are now scattered across the globe
in the UK, USA, Mexico, Canada, South Africa, Israel
and Australia met on a REZOOMION to reminisce and
reconnect over their days at King David.

The KDL Class of 1960 did not let the global pandemic
stop them from celebrating their 60-year school
reunion!
Although unable to meet on the campus as originally
planned, 17 classmates from Johannesburg, Cape Town,
Israel and Australia met on a Zoom call to catch up,
reminisce and chat about the ‘good old school days’ each recalling how King David set the trajectory of their
lives, being one of the first graduating classes from a
Jewish Day School.
They shared their life stories with numbers of children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren, while they
caught up on 60 years of friendship that began with
the shared values instilled by a King David education.

With over 80% attendance from students in the year,
alumni from the KDVP Class of 1980, who now live all
around the world, met on Zoom for a REZOOMION to
celebrate their 40- year school reunion.
It seemed like time had stood still as they celebrated
the incredible bonds and friendships, built on a shared
history, and the shared values instilled at King David
Victory Park. Across oceans and times zones, they
shared their life experiences from the last 40 years and
reminisced over their unforgettable school days.
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Next was a personal message from Mr Wolf who had
accompanied those of us who went on Ulpan. He
highlighted all the academic, cultural and sporting
successes achieved in our year. He reminded us that
when we were at school, he was close to the age we
are now and how we thought of him as an “old fuddy
duddy”! His message was followed by a message from
Ms Srage who had been teaching at KD for 4 years prior
to teaching us. Her recollections of memorable events
were slightly different to ours!

KDL Class of 1990 – 30 Years Later
by Ricci Lyons (KDHSL 1990)
The KDL matric class of 1990’s 30-year reunion was
scheduled for the 2nd April 2020. Classmates were
looking forward to flying to Joburg from Sydney,
Melbourne, London, New York and Cape Town for the
event. The venue would be the tuckshop area at the
high school with sloppy joes and Fritos being served.
But by the middle of March it was clear that an in-person
reunion would be impossible due to the outbreak of
the coronavirus pandemic and the subsequent global
lockdown. We didn’t know when we would get a chance
to meet again, so thanks to Zoom we decided to have an
online reunion. By 2 April virtual meetings had already
become the new normal.
At 1pm SA time, 10pm in Sydney and 7am in NY and
Toronto, 56 class of ‘90 school mates met in this new
world. Although the reunion was being organised from
Joburg, the Zoom meeting was set up by Luanne Rimer
Pearlman in Toronto and kicked off with an intercom
message by Mrs Rimer (also living in Toronto) and
scripted by the trickster, Shaul Behr based in Israel.
The message was reminiscent of the years of fake
announcements that were surreptitiously slipped into
Mrs Rimer’s paper clip by Shaul just before break (aided
and abetted by some teachers and possibly condoned
by Mr Wolf) - one example, “The Sniper Society to
please meet on the roof of the admin block at break”.

Each person on the call then had a chance to say what
they have been doing for the past 30 years. Comments
were made about everyone looking so young (it was
only the first week into lockdown so the grey hairs
hadn’t started showing yet!). In the Zoom meeting, and
subsequently on our WhatsApp chat (with over 130 of
us), we have been reminded fondly of incidents and
teachers that framed our 5 years at school which are
now, 30 years later, as vivid as if they were recent. There
is no shortage of stories of ingenious bunking schemes
(whether to a home hideout around the corner from
school or to an ‘80’s political protest in town), trips to
Mr Wolf and Mr Althsuler’s offices, being reprimanded
by Mrs Barclay, phone calls to parents, clubbing the
night before finals and blind eyes turned.
There are 4 married couples from our year and 7 people
have kids at KDL in matric. It is a marvel at how such
a relatively short period of time in one’s life can shape
so much of us and has provided so many special and
colourful experiences. That is certainly a testament to KD
as a nurturing, free thinking, community school. We look
forward to keeping in touch and please G-d we will be
able to catch up in person in the not-too-distant-future.
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				UPCOMING
				ReZOOMions
The following ReZOOMions have been scheduled for this year:

50 Year

KDVP Class of 1970 – 23 August 2020

If you are interested in attending a reunion or assisting with
your reunion, please contact Gila Glazer on glazerg@kdsf.org

THE SEARCH IS ON
FOR 2020’S
DAVIDIAN DyNAmite
Now you can nominate yourself or someone you know as Davidian Dynamite.
We’re looking for alumni under 45 who have truly excelled in their chosen careers
and are making a positive impact on the world. Let’s promote them and their
achievements to our 12 000-strong alumni database.
Email a biography and picture of a Davidian Dynamite, flying the King David
flag high, to sassens@sabje.co.za.
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Bequests

By nominating the King Schools’ Foundation in your will, you can help us to
fund our Jewish future. Every bequest, whether large or small, will make a
valued contribution to ensuring that King David Schools remain centres of
excellence, while we continue to provide financial assistance to families who
cannot afford full school fees.
If you are considering nominating the King David Schools’ Foundation as a
beneficiary of your estate, please contact the Foundation on 27 11 480 4701
Alternatively please contact
Elliot Wolf wolfe@kdsf.org or
Raelene Tradonsky tradonskyr@sabje.co.za
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Mazeltovs!
We love hearing about your simchas and apologise if we have unintentionally left anyone out.
If you would like us to include your simcha in the next newsletter, email Shana Sassen on
sassens@kdsf.org

Births
•

Aaron and Romy (Klotnick) Pearsall on the birth of a son

•

Adam and Riki (Green) Jacobson on the birth of a son

•

Alon and Sarah (Stadler) Berman birth of a son

•

Brandon and Dani (Kaplan) Katz on the birth of a son

•

Daniel and Amy Ora (Rubenstein) Burke on the birth of a
son

•

Daniel and Bianca (Seeff) Rubenstein on the birth of a
daughter

•

David and Tammi (Fisman) Vinokur on the birth of a daughter

•

Dustin and Cara (Pimstein) Fransman on the birth of a son

•

Eddie and Leeat (Minkovich) Blatt on birth of a son

•

Elan and Keren (Luntz) Zwick on the birth of a son

•

Eyal and Michal (Josef) Niv on the birth of a son

•

Gavin and Donna (Maisel) Jacobson on the birth of a son

•

Gregg and Ariella (Cohen) Cohen on the birth of a son

•

Ilan and Nirel (Rabinowitz) Sloot on the birth of a daughter

•

Kevin and Kelli (Fine) Lutrin on the birth of a son

•

Lawrence and Michelle (Prowse) Bernard on the birth of a

Brandon and Dani (Kaplan) Katz

daughter
•

Mark and Emma (Rudenberg) Dodge on the birth of a
daughter

•

Marc and Meagan Jade Emert on the birth of a son and
daughter

•

Martin and Ricci-Lee (Kaplan) Smookler on the birth of a
son

•

Nir and Lital (Propheta) Amber on the birth of a son

•

Rael and Simone (Monteiro) Lasarow on the birth of a son

•

Rowan and Lauren (Barnett) Becker on the birth of a
daughter

•

Ryan and Anit (Pelled) Silver on the birth of a son

•

Ryan and Jodi (Fernandes) Sifris on the birth of a daughter

Adam Jacobson
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Aaron and Romy
(Klotnick) Pearsall

Gavin and Donna (Maisel)
Jacobson

Jodi (Fernandes) Sifris

Marc and Meagan Jade
Emert

Vinokur Family

Simone (Monteiro) Lasarow

Nir and Lital (Propheta)
Amber

Mark and Emma
(Rudenberg) Dodge

Ryan and Anit (Pelled) Silver
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Engagements
•

Brett Kanichowsky and Tarryn Hindle

•

Ethan Searle and Jade Fleishman

•

Evan Rubin and Cassi Gewer

•

Jason Janks and Nicola Sawdon

•

Jonathan Aronowitz and Carli Gaddin

•

Kevin Flowers and Danya Lipshitz

•

Marc Haarburger and Francesca Wolfe

Jonathan Aronowitz and
Carli Gaddin

Ethan Searle and Jade Fleishman

Jason Janks and Nicola
Sawdon

Marc Haarburger and Francesca Wolfe

Evan Rubin and Cassi Gewer

Kevin Flowers and Danya
Lipshitz
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Marriages
•
•
•

Ari and Batsheva (Forman) Hersch
Naftali and Kelsi (Dembo) Ginsburg
Shai and Carryn (Davidson) Bukris

Ari and Batsheva (Forman) Hersch

Carryn and Shai Bukris

Please email Shana Sassen on sassens@kdsf.org with all your simcha details and photos
Return to front page

